Identification of the Hypothesized African Ancestry of the Wife of Pvt.
Henry Windecker Using Genomic Testing of the Autosomes
Introduction and Genealogy
African Ancestry: The hypothesis, based on considerable circumstantial genealogical
evidence, that the wife of Pvt. Henry Windecker was Dorothy Pickard, can be explored
using autosomal DNA testing of her descendants. Dorothy would have been the
granddaughter of Eve (Classen) Pickard, who frustrated Sir William Johnson by selling
liquor to the Indians of Canajoharie and allegedly attempting to scam them out of their
land. On 17 February 1761 the secretary to Sir William Johnson noted that, an old
Mulatto Woman named Eve Pickerd waited on Sir William with a Deed of gift (for a
parcel of low, and wooded land containing about 1100 acres) which she had, which was
dated last September, and which Sir William discovered had been executed only two days
ago, by three Indians whom she called to her house, & whom she, and her Grandson
(who sell liquor) had made drunk, & then prevailed on them to sign the Deed, without
having a License from the Governour, or President (JP, Vol. 10, p.220). Two days later
Johnson himself wrote to Cadwallader Colden and noted his concerns about, Ury Klock,
& one Eve Pickard a Mullatto Woman living on the Flatts of Canajoharie (JP, Vol. 3,
p.339). As to the meaning of the word Mullato at this time and at this place, Singer 2008
described a typical description in an advertisement relating to, escaped Africans.
According to “The New York Gazette’ of July24, 1758, “Runaway from Ida Meyer on the
20th of June last, a Mulatto wench named Ohnech, but goes by the name Hannah and
pretends to be free ……. And speaks both English and Dutch very well. Singer comments
as follows: The enslaved woman is a ‘Mulatto’, or person of mixed race. One of her
parents or grandparents, probably her father or paternal grandfather, was White (p.55).
Thus there may be a small fragment of this African ancestry that is detectable in some of
the descendants of this woman via son Nicholas Pickard the proposed father of Dorothy
Windecker. Hence if those in the Sgt. Daniel Young line (he married Elizabeth
Windecker, the daughter of Pvt. Henry Windecker and Dorothy) have an African
segment, whereas those of other lines such as that of Lt. John Young do not – this will be
considered as evidence supporting the hypothesis as to the identity of Windecker’s wife
Dorothy. The genealogical evidence can be seen by clicking here.

Genetic Testing
Both 23andMe and deCODEme use over half a million SNP markers with modern chip
technology and this represents a major step forward in personal genomics testing for
ancestry. Hence the results from the analyses of both companies will be taken as “the
best option” available to date and serious consideration must be given to the outputs here
which identify percentage of European, Asian, and African. The reference groups for the
ancestry testing by both companies are highly restricted, including only the HapMap
Utah sample for Europeans, the Yoruba Nigerians for Africans, and the Han Chinese for
Asians. Thus if a block or segment of a chromosome clusters more with the Yoruba than
other groups it will be labeled “African” and its boundaries defined. It has long been
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suspected, and now confirmed with more sophisticated methodology, that this approach
can miss (fail to detect) significant minority ancestry segments (McGinnis et al., 2010).
The focus of the present work will be the proposed African ancestry of Elizabeth
(Windecker) Young, the wife of Sgt. Daniel Young (brother of Lt. John Young and Pvt.
Henry Young), as assessed by the indicators of African ancestry in her descendants.
In the analysis to follow we will explore the autosomal data (22 pairs of autosomes),
which experience meiosis (recombination) with each generation. Due to meiosis, any
segment that may have survived from Dorothy Windecker’s grandmother would be
expected to be small – less than 10 Mb in length, or 7 cM in genetic distance. However
exceptions occur such that some descendants will have zero detectable (by an array of
methods) segments or markers from Dorothy, and other members of the extended family
could have (by chance) inherited fairly lengthy haplotype blocks (segments). The
probability of inheriting these African or other segments from Dorothy should be
increased in those for whom Dorothy is an ancestor via two or more lines (via cousin
marriages).

Autosomal Data
23andMe Testing – Ancestry Painting:
African Segments on the Autosomes Using the “FetchPaint” Coding
– 23andMe Segments from Ancestry Painting of 23andMe:
1) Robert Nelson Although the African segment is not shown directly on Ancestry Painting, the following
is seen with the above exploration of specifics:
{"intervals": "{\"20\": [[11244, 62382907, \"CC\"]], \"21\": [[9993822, 46909417,
\"CC\"]], \"22\": [[14884399, 49524956, \"CC\"]], \"1\": [[742429, 245628855, \"CC\"],
[245633498, 247177330, \"CY\"]], \"3\": [[38411, 199298372, \"CC\"]], \"2\": [[19443,
242692820, \"CC\"]], \"5\": [[91139, 180623543, \"CC\"]], \"4\": [[63508, 191164126,
\"CC\"]], \"7\": [[140736, 158812247, \"CC\"]], \"6\": [[110391, 170750927, \"CC\"]],
\"9\": [[36587, 140147760, \"CC\"]], \"8\": [[154984, 146245512, \"CC\"]], \"11\":
[[188510, 134445626, \"CC\"]], \"10\": [[103934, 135284293, \"CC\"]], \"13\":
[[18132747, 114121252, \"CC\"]], \"12\": [[64079, 132288869, \"CC\"]], \"15\":
[[18421386, 100215583, \"CC\"]], \"14\": [[19283777, 106358708, \"CC\"]], \"17\":
[[51088, 78634366, \"CC\"]], \"16\": [[37354, 88668978, \"CC\"]], \"19\": [[217034,
63779291, \"CC\"]], \"18\": [[59836, 76116152, \"CC\"]]}", "p1": "02cc9569c55fc7f1",
"popstruct": {"results": [["Europe", "&gt;99%"], ["Asia", "0%"], ["Africa", "&lt;1%"],
["unassigned", "0%"]], "desc": ""}, "function_call": "paint"}
African segment
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Hence Robert Nelson has a segment labeled African at the end of the long arm (q arm) of
chromosome 1, although it appears to be fragmented, but detected by 23andMe’s
“notoriously conservative” algorithm (which tends to assign “European” to any stretch of
DNA that is in the least questionable.
2) Margaret Palmer –

The 23andMe Ancestry Painting of Margaret Palmer is shown above. What is most
important is that she also has an African segment, and at the same location as Robert
Nelson above - near the tip of the q or large arm of chromosome. Robert and Margaret
share only a great grandfather (not a great grandmother), David Peter Young (18191900), who would be the source of their matching African segment. David Peter Young
is the son of Frederick Young, a son of Sgt. Daniel Young and Elizabeth Windecker.
Here we are seeing clear support for the hypothesis that Elizabeth Windecker is the
source of the African ancestry – since there is no data whatsoever that Daniel Young’s
genealogy includes any African ancestry. However, the hypothesis being tested here is
that Elizabeth Windecker is the great granddaughter of Eva Claasen Pickard, a Mulatto
woman. Only the appearance of African segments in other descendants of Elizabeth is
going to make the evidence more compelling. Since Eva Claasen Pikcard was born circa
1680 this seems to be a rather unlikely scenario – but as will be seen with the data below,
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most if not all of her descendants in this family line retain at least a small identifiable
African block.
2) Amanda Young –

The above diagram shows an African segment on chromosome 5. However, what is even
more interesting is the homozygous (top to bottom) Asian segment on chromosome 8.
This configuration of “Asian” is often seen in African-Americans, and is believed to be
an incorrectly assigned African segment.
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DeCODEme Testing for Tom Nelson:

Note that there is no correspondence between the displays (paintings) of 23andme and
DeCODEme for Tom (who shows zero percent African on 23andMe Ancestry Painting).
In other words, 23andMe does not detect the large distinct African block on chromosome
8 shown below in the display via the DeCODEme browser. This inconsistency makes it
very difficult to determine which of the two data sources is correct – if either.
Below is a closer look at the large (about 15 Mb) African block of Tom Nelson on
chromsome 8 via the DeCODEme browser. This constitutes strong evidence of some
African ancestry. The present author has not seen any blocks of this nature in those
without documented or suspected African ancestry.
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Analysis:
Both Tom and his uncle Robert have African segments on Chromosomes 8 and 1
respectively when taking the DeCODEme and 23andMe data into consideration. The
DeCODEme output was generated using the latter’s algorithm on Tom’s data uploaded
from 23andMe. Both are descendants of Elizabeth (Windecker) Young in two branches,
and Amanda Young is a descendant through her father’s direct line.
New Tests in Relation to the Autosomes:
1) Dr. Doug McDonald’s New Segment Test
Here follows a diagram generated by Dr. McDonald using a large number of new
reference samples, classified into broader categories (but with Mid East and South Asian
removed since all Europeans tend to express some percentage of each).
All of the following are descendants of Sgt. Daniel Young and Elizabeth Windecker:
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a) David Faux –

Although this data was generated with a lower confidence interval than might be
warranted, the block in deep blue (African) situated not far from the telomere (about
positions 3 Mb to 10 Mb – so circa 7 Mb in length) may have some significance since it
is cross validated with new testing by the Eurogenes Project. Also, Dale Williamson
matches his nephew David on this segment.
The following is the segment analysis of Jackie Yorke, the first cousin of David Faux.
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b) Jackie Yorke –

Upon close inspection, a small blue sliver can be seen on chromosome 16 at the end of
the blue section of that of her cousin David Faux whose segment extends to whole extent
between the end of the chromosome to approximately the location seen for Jackie.
Referring to Family Inheritance Advanced in 23andMe, David and Jackie do not share
the area from the tip of the chromosome to 3 Mb, but do share from this point across
most of the rest of the chromosome. Thus one can conclude that likely the African region
in David must extend to about 5 or 6 Mb total, giving a finer resolution of the size of the
African segment.
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c) Jane Pullin –
It is noteworthy, and perhaps diagnostic, that Jane Pullin has, in addition to African
segments on chromosomes 4 and 10, an African segment in the same location of
chromosome 16 as the author, although too small to register as a match with the author
on the “Relative Finder” at this location. However the visual will tell the story via
comparison with the author’s segment diagram from Dr. McDonald:

What is important to note is that here we have matching segments in individuals
descended from two different children of Elizabeth Windecker Young – which
strengthens the evidence of sharing between Robert Nelson and Margaret Palmer,
descendants of the same grandson of Elizabeth. With evidence of this persuasion, the
author is tempted to state on these findings alone that the case has been proven. However
it is advisable to continue searching for data and ensure that the evidence is consistent
with the hypothesis.
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Mike Young, another descendant of Dorothy (Windeceker) Young, has a notable segment
on chromosome 7.
d) Mike Young –

The individual closest to the early generations of the Young – Windecker family is
Robert Nelson. If he does not show any African on the McDonald segment testing, then
the above findings are most likely anomalies. Hence the prediction that he show the most
quantitative influence in the form of African ancestry. Also it will be important to rule
out the paternal Nelson line leaving only the Hines – Young maternal side. Hence it
would be ideal to have a segment on the X chromosome which comes only from the
maternal side. Here are the results, received 11 April 2011.
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e) Robert Nelson –

As is clearly evident, the most “impressive” segment is the circa 15 Mb African block on
the X chromosome. This indicates that the African heritage came from Robert’s mother’s
family, and links into the African findings in other descendants of Sgt. Daniel Young and
Elizabeth Windecker. The amount of African here does suggest that not only was his
grandmother Celestia (Young) Hines a Young – Windecker descendant, but in all
probablilty, when looking at the larger sharing picture, there is good evidence that the
unknown biological father of Celestia was also a Young descendant of the Daniel and
Elizabeth branch. The latter was confirmed via testing of Ken Young – Celestia’s
biological father was David Peter Young, and hence a Windecker in two lines.
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2) Eurogenes: Test of Heterozygosticity – markers and Regions not Typically
Found in Northwestern Europeans Using RHH Mosaic and PC-MDS
a) David Faux: The developer of the Eurogenes Project indicated that he was dissatisfied
with the program ADMIXTURE in that it could not differentiate between ancient
matches (identical by state) and those more recent (identical by descent), nor does it pick
up significant smaller segments, nor does it place the minority ancestry on a map of the
chromosomes. Thus a white American who obtained zero of a category such as SubSaharan African using admixture tests, may have undetected recent ancestry from this
group.
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To address this issue the author used a tool called RHHCounter/RHHMapper and used
the following data source:
I put together a data set of over 350 samples that showed less than 2% West
Eurasian influence in ADMIXTURE analyses, and clustered in or very near
Europe on MDS plots. I then let RHHcounter search these samples for
genotypes with less than 0.005% frequency amongst them. The samples
originating from North of the Alps and Carpathians scored 5-15 heterozygote hits
each, usually widely dispersed around the genome. However, in a few Americans
of North European descent, the heterozygotes took the form of small
segments.His rationale is employed in the new study of McGinnis et al., 2010. The
evidence shown in this paper is that frequently a person who is largely Caucasian will be
classified as 100% European when this is not true. They demonstrated that their measure
is able to detect African and sometimes Asian segments that are entirely missed by the
types of programs used by 23andMe and decodeme. The average northwestern European
will have from 5 to 8 little hash marks scattered about the genome. What becomes more
significant if they begin to cluster, and then it may indicate a segment from a non western European source (most probably African, but not necessarily so). The display of
David Faux is seen above.
A close cluster of two hash marks can be seen here. A genetic genealogist on the
23andMe blog developed a program to specify the location of the marks. Here they are
situated between position 6118977 and 6507624 Mb from the telomere of the p end of
chromosome 16. The identifying rs numbers and the population data from the dbSNP
database are:
Rs7198193 (position 6118977 Mb) = David’s genotype here is AG. 100% of Europeans
and Asians have an AA allele motif, and 16% of Africans have the G allele (either AG or
GG). Hence only Africans in this database have a G allele in dbSNP or SPSmart.
Rs17140439 (position 6507624 Mb) = David’s genotype is CT. 100% of Europeans have
the C allele so have the CC motif. Only 6% of Asians and 40% of Africans have the T
allele (TC or TT). Thus the probability here says that David’s T allele came from an
African source, but Asian is also possible.
Gene
A2BP1

Position
6118977

SNP
rs7198193

Versions
Genotypes
A or G
AG
David Faux
AA
Lilly Mendel (Mom)
AA
Greg Mendel (Dad)
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This motif comes from the author’s mother’s side of the family (as would be required to
support the above hypothesis) since his Uncle Dale matches him on the block between
3000000 to 7000000 Mb on chromosome 16, and he has the same two heterozygous non European alleles. Also, while one concern noted by McGinnis et al. is the possibility that
the rare heterozygote marker(s) could represent genotyping errors, this is not the case
here since both the author and his uncle have precisely the same RHH alleles.

As seen above, for the allele G for SNP rs7198193, only Africans have been shown to
have this version. The following African groups were tested for this SNP:
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The following groups showed above zero percentages:
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It is clear that the G allele is found only among the Bantu peoples of Sub – Saharan
African, in the western part of the Continent (e.g., not among the Kenyans of East
Africa). This finding is somewhat unusual in that generally a marker will be seen at low
levels in more than one location (Continent) such as African and a small percentage in
Asia (but for example not in Europe). Here the sole location across the world sampled to
date where the G allele is seen in Africa. This in effect makes rs7198193 an AIM or
ancestral informative marker akin to the Duffy-Null allele found almost exclusively in
Africa and areas immediately adjacent to the tropical parts of the Continent. However
the G allele here seems to be even more ethno-geographically specific, being confined to
the Bantu peoples of Sub-Saharan Africa. This makes it a somewhat unique marker.
However, this description also characterizes rs1721896 and rs11971652, separated by
about 12 Mb on chromosome 7. They virtually duplicate the above findings. However,
since there is no independent verification that they constitute a valid non-European
segment, they will be merely filed away for future study.
The second SNP is also almost exclusively African (a much more typical scenario), with
the exception of a small percentage of, in this case, East Asians, but the African
percentages are much higher for this allele not found in other populations as seen below:
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Most African groups have about the same percentage, so the Mankenka example will be
shown here:

The following information may hint at the origin of the haploblock seen in David Faux
and his uncle Dale Williamson:
Mandenka of West Africa, Senegal where this sample was obtained, and 11 surrounding
countries. A significant part of the African-Americans in North America descended from
Mandinka people ……… During the 16th, 17th and 18th century as many as third where
sold into slavery to Americas, through capture in conflict (Wikipedia).
Subsequent to the above RHH analysis, DavidW provided a broader mosaic with a
slightly reduced criteria as to how “rare” is defined (0.005% in the European sample).
Here an array of other informative SNPs emerged, all with a very high probability of
being African. Although some regions “seemed” to suggest African, once again the
above area at the telomere of chromosome 16 was the best candidate. DavidW included
the SNPs between position 5,575,804 and 7,675,034 Mb. This constitutes a block of
2,099,239 Mb in length. This amounts to only 0.0007% of the author’s genome. If Eva
(Claasz) Pickert was his ancestor, then the amount of African contribution genealogical
would be 1/1024 (taking into account the fact that she was half African and that she
would be represented in two ancestral lines. This amounts to 0.00098% which is
extraordinarily similar to the genetic finding.
Multidimensional scaling charts show the relationship of this segment to all of the others
in the reference group. Here follows the complete cluster view. The author is CA4:
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Here it can be seen that the Africans all cluster in the top left corner, with the East Asians
and the Native Americans to the top right, and the Europeans to the bottom center. Close
up views follow.
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The reason why the author’s icon does not fall within the deepest part of the African
cluster is because of my father’s European half of this segment so there is a pull towards
Europe.
The nearest neighbors of the author are an African American (expected since they likely
have a European and an African strand at this segment, and a Bantu from Kenya, with
other African Americans nearby. Clearly the center of gravity of pull is toward Euroep.
While it may seem odd that a Bantu from East Africa is present in this environment,
recent testing of this group has shown that two individuals have noteworthy Caucasian
ancestry shown below and so one also likely has a European strand on Chromosome 16:

The red blocks to the right among the entirely blue color bars show two of the HGDPCEPF Bantu from Kenya samples have considerable Caucasian admixture (Dienekes
Blog). It seems likely that one of them appears near the icon of the author.
Also the block is being “pulled” toward (or from) the Mandenka. At some point in time
it will be possible to “phase” the data, separating the chromosomal contributions of the
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mother and the father, and at this point the individual with a non-European block such as
the author will likely fall within the tight African cluster. Click here for a further detailed
exploration of this work.
b) Robert Nelson:

Recently DavidW included Robert Nelson in his study, and recently provided a mosaic
chart showing African – related HET SNPs in Europeans. Here follows Bob’s chart:
It is evident that there is an African segment at the tip of chromosome 1, in precisely the
same location as that flagged as African by 23andMe’s Ancestry Painting as African –
offering cross validation of the initial finding.
While Bob’s nephew Tom Nelson could not be tested with this tool due to the fact that
having close kin in the same test procedure will skew the data. Since Tom matches his
uncle at this location, one may assume that he would have a similar mosaic.
Returning to the specifics of the analysis of the findings of David Faux, the genetic
evidence is restricted in terms of interpretation by the number of reference groups. This
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is a situation where an examination of history of the times can assist. At the period
relating to the earliest days of the slave trade, most who came into Dutch hands were via
the Portuguese who “tapped into” the “available” Mbundu, a Bantu people residing in
what is today Angola, for captives. They were “shipped out” via the port of Luanda.
This is the most likely origin of Eva Claasen Pickard’s (Pickert’s) ancestors.
3) GedMatch / Dodecad / world9 byseg Analysis:
The newest utility / tool on the scene is the Admixture Analysis of GedMatch. It is based
on the work of Dienekes Dodecad European Project. Included are African groups such as
Neo-African (Bantu, Yoruba, Mandenka), Paleo-African (Pygmy, San). Since this is a
new tool and there has not been enough time to properly evaluate the output, it is
important to be cautious here. There are overall percentages (full genome) given,
percentages per chromosome, and an ancestry painting of each chromosome. Thus it is
possible to search for Neo-African blocks across each chromosome, and validate the
findings against the findings available from other tools such as 23andMe’s Ancestry
Painting. What follows is a preliminary descriptive overview in relation to only the
author’s data. Once more information is available about reliability and validity, the data
from other participants can be included. Here follows a snapshot of this interesting new
tool as it relates to the 23andMe raw data of the participants:

Certain chromosomes seem to have the strongest affiliation with the African ancestry in
our extended family. Likely our ancestor in common, Elizabeth (Windecker) Young
inherited as large blocks sizeable portions of these chromosomes from her Great
Grandmother Eva Claasen Pickard.
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Chromosome 1 –
Robert Nelson: All other tools or methods have shown a large African segment situated
at the tip of Chromosome 1. Here follows what GedMatch Painting feature shows:

The block extends all the way from 240 Mb to the farthest end of the tip of Chromosome
1 thereby once again providing cross – validation of this information from other sources.
Without any doubt, Robert Nelson has a significant African block that most likely reflects
his inheritance of this DNA unit from Eva Claasen Pickard.
Margaret Palmer: Here is just a part of the large African block on Chromosome 1
which overlaps with that of Robert Nelson (see below):

Robert Nelson and Margaret Palmer Blended: Margaret Palmer also has a very large
African block toward the tip of Chromosome 1. What is important to note here is that
there is a 3 plus cM overlap between these blocks, suggesting that they came from the
same source and can be added together to yield a larger portion of the DNA of Eva
Claasen Pickard. An illustration of the end tip region of Chromosome 1 for both Robert
Nelson (top painting) and Margaret Palmer (lower painting) are shown below:
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Chromosome 3 –
Margaret Palmer: Margaret has a number of other African blocks, some quite large.
Here follows an example of what if found at the end tip of Chromosome 3:

David Faux: In searching through the other chromosomes, occasional areas of clear
Neo- with Paleo-African blocks can be found, but they are exceedingly small. Hence
they are either noise or very small slivers of valid segments which have been retained to
the present day. The fact that it is close to the above block of Margaret Palmer may be
significant and an indication of a much larger block some generations back.
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Chromosome 4 –
Jane Pullin: Doug McDonald’s segment analysis shows the largest of three African
segments on Chromosome 4. Here is the GedMatch version:

This is an extremely robust block with considerable Neo-African merging into East
African. The block is close to 10 cm (about 10 Mb) in length.
Chromosome 5 Amanda Young: Among the most dramatic examples are those for Amanda Young.
The author only checked those blocks as seen on 23andMe’s Ancestry Painting and
shown as African or homozygous Asian (which is typically African in an African
American profile). The results follow:

Here the block is overwhelmingly Neo-African.
Chromosome 8 Amanda Young: In contrast to the African block on Chromosome 5, here we see almost
exclusively Paleo-African for the duration of the entire segment.

Thomas Nelson: The very large (about 15 Mb) African block seen in the genome of
Tom Nelson on Chromosome 8 in the Decodeme browser (but not in other testing) is
front and center with the GedMatch painting. It could not be more clear and distinctive,
extending from about 80 to 95 Mb:
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An inspection of the chromosomes of those who are European (for example born Ireland)
shows no African segments as illustrated above. Some small truncated blocks may occur
but they do not look at all like the African blocks of those who are of Colonial American
/ Canadian ancestry and who have a paper trail to the African ancestor. Hence the above
GedMatch Paintings would appear to portray valid African segments.
Chromosome 16 –
David Faux:

Comparing Chromosome 16 to 17 it is relatively easy to see the dark green color that
represents Neo-African, which is also the only location of a noteworthy block of PaleoAfrican on the chromosome array. This is precisely where the array of HETs (ancestral
informative markers) are found in the mosaic seen elsewhere, and where the McDonald
analysis shows African. Nonetheless, with the GedMatch global assessment of these
categories (all chromosomes combined) there is zero Neo-African and zero Paleo-African
reported. Hence to “see” the small amounts expected from ancestors born in the 1600s, it
appears that often only a chromosome by chromosome analysis will allow the blocks to
surface – and occasionally only an actual admixture painting will illustrate valid
segments. Others on www.dna-forums.org have reported similar observations. Each
method may also give slightly different position markers for the segments. The more
tests used, with differing strategies, but which show much the same output, the more
reliance one can put in the findings. Any one test is suspect unless cross-validated by a
second measure – particularly for smaller segments which could be close to the “noise”
range.
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A more precise positioning of the African segment here can be seen in the recent world9
analysis by Dienekes and completed on behalf of the author by Syras Spence using the
byseg (segment analysis on each chromosome in 25 SNP units as assembled via a
sequential 10 SNP moving window approach. Below is the “heart” of the output of the
African segment from where it first begins to the end location:
ChromosomeBEGIN

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

5959942
5993931
6025404
6055496
6089093
6153750
6206526
6248165
6325883
6387772
6465984

END

6044119
6073810
6117576
6171960
6221294
6276738
6343776
6396058
6496586
6550704
6592322

Mb

#SNPs

0.08
0.08
0.09
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.14
0.15
0.17
0.16
0.13

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

AmerindianEast_AsianAfrican

0
0
0
0
0
17.35
0
0
4.06
0
0

0
0
0
2.18
36.32
0
0
0
0
0
0

66.76
68.78
37.48
32.41
43.65
46
67.71
67.51
59.05
54.61
50.03

The percentages quickly drop off to zero at each end of the block, which is relatively
small, but the largest in the entire genome of the author. Note that almost every
percentage is over the 50% line within the African block. There is one possible
fragmentation area, but it is small. The data accords well with that seen above in other
analyses – but is more precise in relation to the positioning.
David Faux and Dale Williamson: Although the author and his maternal uncle Dale
Williamson match on Chromosome 16 between the beginning and 10Mb, it becomes very
evident that the other segment or strand (one from the author’s father and the second
from Dale’s father) dramatically influence the configuration of the block, as seen below:
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While nephew and uncle have an African block in the precise same area, the amounts of
each variety differs significantly where for example, the author has more Paleo-African,
and the uncle more Northwest African embedded within the block. However, all four
types, Neo-African, Paleo-African, Northwest African, and East African are all found,
but at strikingly different proportions between the two blocks.
Jackie Yorke:

While parts of the chromosome to the left are similar to that of Jackie’s Uncle Dale and
Cousin David, there is a very strong but rather small, largely Neo African with a small
amount of Paleo African and Northern African that stands out in sharp enough relief that
in the chromosome painting completed by Dr. McDonald (see above), there is a very
pronounced African colored line in this precise location – illustrating its persistence. The
author has never seen a single bar of this nature in one of Dr. McDonald’s paintings –
clearly it stands out like a sore thumb and cannot (will not) be ignored.
Jane Pullin: As seen in the painting below, Jane’s African segment is within the first
three Mb of the tip (telomere) of the far left of chromosome 16. This means it does not
quite butt up against that of David Faux and Dale Williamson. Hence if one was to add
the segments of Jane, David, Dale, and Jackie, we are probably seeing today a
fragmented (via recombination) version of the block that Elizabeth Windecker had on this
chromosome.

An inconsistency between the percentage given in the table and what is seen in the
chromosome painting is evident with the author’s (David Fauxes) Chromosome 22:
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There is very little discernable color representing Neo-African on Chromosome 22
(except perhaps a tiny bit of Neo- and Paleo-African around 22 Mb), despite the
percentage of 2.1 to 2.7 in the two uploads of the data – and zero noted on all of the other
chromosomes, even Chromosome 16 – despite the obvious African shown in the painting
for that chromosome. Thus the over two percentage points may be bogus – it is not clear
since Chromosome 22 is so small. Thus there is no better way to get a sense of the
parameters of African heritage here than by “drilling down” to the level of the small
segments on each chromosome.
Africa9
In order to attempt to locate the specific tribal affiliation of Eva, the author submitted the
data for Robert Nelson to Syras Spence requesting that he apply the Africa9 calculator of
Dienekes to the African chromosome 1 segment. The results appear to be very dramatic:
The results came out beautiful and really nailed it with almost exactly 50/50 percentage.
Chromosome# 1 Position: 242179229 to 247042000
window size: 51 SNPs | 4.86Mb
48.29% Europe
0.00% NW_Africa
0.00% SW_Asia
0.00% E_Africa
0.00% S_Africa
46.50% Mbuti
0.00% W_Africa
0.00% Biaka
5.21% San
Hence, it would appear that the closest matching tribal group to the chromosome 1
African segment of Robert Nelson, and hence to all of us descended from Eva is the
Mbuti tribe. Well, maybe, since we will require further confirmation.
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This Wiki article for this tribe states, Mbuti or Bambuti are one of several indigenous
pygmy groups in the Congo region of Africa. Their languages belong to the Central
Sudanic (subgroup of the Nilo-Saharan phylum) and also to Bantu languages. The
Bambuti are pygmy hunter-gatherers, and are one of the oldest indigenous people of the
Congo region of Africa. Furthermore, The term BaMbuti (Mbuti) is therefore confusing,
as it has been used to refer to all the pygmy peoples in the Ituri region in general, as well
as to a single subgroup in the center of the Ituri forest. The complete Wiki article can be
found by clicking here.
The finding above may explain why in the DNA Tribes test the nephew of Robert
Nelson, Tom Nelson, was shown as having an affiliation with Central Africa.
An important caution should be noted here. In referring to the African segments seen in
the GedMatch painting, it is clear that some are Paleo-African (such as the buff colored
one which was assigned to the Mbuti), but others are dark green Neo-African so Eva’s
ancestry is unlikely to so easily encapsulated. It is possible that she had two African
grandparents each from different geographical regions within Africa. The earliest
arrivals in New York (New Amsterdam) had surnames that indicated an origin in the
Congo or Angola. If Eva had one grandparent from each area this would explain the two
types of blocks – although African diversity and a relative paucity of reference samples
could explain the findings as well.
So for the moment we can file away Mbuti as a good hint to one of Eva’s ancestral lines,
but it would be premature to go beyond this level at this point in time.
Eurogenes Hunter-Gatherer, Farmer Analysis
In a recent analysis of the genomic contribution of various groupings within broad
hunter-gatherer and farmer categories, DavidW used a programme to divide the genomes
of reference samples and participants in his study into K=12 clusters. Below is the
results of the analysis just looking at the Canadian participants, who would be expected
to show less African than those from the USA with long association in the American
South with the African population and hence opportunities for admixture. Here is the
summary chart:
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Here, of the 12 Canadians, CA4 (David Faux) was only one of two who had non zero
“Pygmy Hunter Gatherer” percentages. While the number is only 0.10% this is well
above the clear zero scores for the other Canadians except for, curiously, CA8 who is
Betty Yundt. The finding will need to be explored.
An example of the large number of Americans in this sample is shown below with Robert
Nelson as US154.

Here most of the sample show zero Pygmy Hunter Gatherer, but four show evidence of
Bantu Farmer ancestors incorporated into their genomes. Two show evidence of Pygmy
Hunter Gatherer, with Robert Nelson having 0.35% attributable to this group – three
times that found in his half second cousin twice removed, David Faux.
So this evidence is consistent with the data from the Dodecad Project, pointing to a more
central rather than western Africa ancestral link.
Conclusion:
Robert Nelson (chromosome 1 (2 segments), 18, and a very large segment on the X
chromosome), Tom Nelson (Chromosome 8), Margaret Palmer (chromosmome 1 – same
location or highly proximal as Robert Nelson); and David Faux as well as his uncle Dale
Williamson and Jackie Williamson Yorke in addition to distant cousin Jane Pullin
(chromosome 16); Mike Young (chromosome 7); and Amanda Young (chromosomes 5
and 8) each have African segments. These segments were found using three different
testing motifs. All are descendants of Sgt. Daniel Young and Elizabeth Windecker.
Every descendant of Daniel and Elizabeth who has been tested with the McDonald
Segment Testing has shown at least some African. Considering that their mutual
ancestor, who was a Mulatto, was born circa 1680 that does offer a lot of support for the
persistence of Eva’s continued contribution to the genomic inheritance of her
descendants. Most of Sgt. Daniel’s descendants descend via two branches (thanks to
marriage of first cousins), this likely contributes to the “staying power” of Eva’s
segments.
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It is perhaps noteworthy that more than one participant have segments on chromosomes
1, 8 and 16. It is highly likely that our ancestor in common, Elizabeth Windecker, had
large intact blocks from her Great Grandmother Eva Clasen Pickard on at least these
three chromosomes.
What is perhaps the most telling and impressive finding is the very large African
segment on the X chromosome of Robert Nelson. This must have come from his
maternal side of the family, and the only candidate would be the Hines or Youngs. There
is no evidence of any African contribution from the paternal Hines link. However the
African ancestry seen in those whose only path is via the Youngs does tilt the scales in
favour of this family. Also of probable significance is the fact that 5th cousins once
removed David Faux and Jane Pullin have an African segment on the same segment of
chromosome 16. In addition is it possible that some of the segments from Eva
Claasen Pickard are designated as North African, and of course some will be
European since she was mulatto. Thus there are likely a lot more segments “buried”
in the data that are attributable to Eva, it is simply not possible to determine which
ones since they do not stand out in sharp relief as do those which are clearly Neo or Paleo
African.
It is important to note that none of the descendants of Lt. John Young nor Pvt. Henry
Young have any African indicators, which again suggests that the African ancestry in the
Youngs is likely attributable to Elizabeth (Windecker) Young (who, as noted, is a double
ancestor for many of the testees).
The genetic evidence strongly supports the persuasive circumstantial genealogical
evidence that Dorothy Windecker’s grandmother is Eva (Evige Classen) Pickard, a
“Mulatto” woman (presumably half Dutch and half Black) of Canajoharie, New York.
Assuming that this is correct, then the most likely source of her African ancestry, based
on the above percentages of ancestral informative markers among the different tribes of
Africa, along with historical documentation, is among the Mbuti people of Central Africa
(very tentative at this point).
David K. Faux
21 April 2012
Caledonia Ontario and Seal Beach California
Copyrighted 2010-2012.
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